IAVGO Community Legal Clinic
1500-55 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M5J 2H7
Attn: Maryth Yachnin
m_yachnin@lao.on.ca

Gary Newhouse, Lawyer
1415 Bathurst St. Suite 103
Toronto Ontario
M5R 3H8
gnewhouse@sympatico.ca

Injured Workers' Consultants
Community Legal Clinic
411-815 Danforth Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M4J 1L2
Attn: David Newberry
newberryd@lao.on.ca

VIA EMAIL
December 21, 2016
Mr. Thomas Teahen
President & CEO
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
200 Front Street West
Toronto, ON M5V 3J1
Dear Mr. Teahen,

Re:

Return to work tracking

We are writing because, despite its repeated claims of success, the WSIB has
failed to explain how it measures and tracks return to work. We believe
stakeholders deserve a candid account of what the WSIB actually knows and does
not know about workers’ return to work outcomes. We are writing to you for that
answer.
The WSIB continues to rely on its return to work statistics without any evidence that
these statistics measure actual return to work outcomes. In a recent interview on The
Agenda with Steve Paikin, you stated that the WSIB tracks actual return to work of
injured workers and that the WSIB knows how many injured workers with lost-time
claims are actually working at full wages in their pre-accident jobs 12 months postinjury.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the WSIB doesn’t track actual return to
work outcomes. It doesn’t do surveys of workers to see if they are successfully back

at work after 12 months. It doesn’t do studies of long-term outcomes or even
outcomes after one year. Its “tracking” appears to consist of generating statistics
based on how it codes claims when they are closed. These statistics likely reflect
merely that the WSIB decided the worker could be back at work, whether or not
they are at work. If we are correct, the WSIB should not be stating that it tracks
actual return to work.
But even if the closing codes track return to work, which we don’t believe to be the
case for reasons described below, the WSIB doesn’t track whether workers injured
on the job are able to stay at work after closure of their claims. Claim closure often
happens very quickly after a workplace injury. It is well established that workers
with disabilities face significant ongoing discrimination and other barriers to return
work. 1 And yet, the WSIB doesn’t track if, after claim closure, workers are able to
remain at work. It doesn’t know whether workers are subsequently fired, laid off or
driven out of their jobs by intolerable treatment or failure to accommodate their
disabilities. It doesn’t track if the psychological fall-out of workplace injury forced
them to stop working.
The WSIB also makes no efforts to track the return to work outcomes of the vast
majority of workers: those who have allowed no-lost-time claims. Because of the
WSIB’s “Better at Work” approach to claims, workers injured on the job are
pressured to return to work immediately after injury, often before they are ready
and before their doctors think they are ready. Many of these so-called no-lost-time
workers, after being forced back to work, are unable to sustain employment
because of their workplace injuries. These workers end up on EI, private insurance
or welfare. Not including these workers in the WSIB’s much touted return to work
statistics paves over the overwhelming majority of claimants in the system, many of
whom are not working because of their injuries.
“92% return to work at 12 months”
The WSIB has been claiming this success and similar outcomes since approximately
2011.2 In many of its public statements, the WSIB states that 92% of workers
injured on the job are actually working at full wages at 12 months post-injury.
Bonnie Kirsh, Tesha Slack & Carole King, “The Nature and Impact of Stigma Towards Injured Workers” (2012), 22
Journal of Occupational Rehabilitation 143 at 150.
1

2 See, e.g., RTW at 100% Pre-Injury Earnings at 12 Months (Allowed Lost-Time Claims) - 89.7%; Measuring
Results Q1 2012, p. 17; “in 2011 91% of all injured workers with lost time injuries were back to work
within 12 months of their injury, resulting in less time on benefits.; 2011 Annual Report, p. 13; “91.2% of
Schedule 1 injured workers were able to return to work at no wage loss within 12 months of their injury,
compared to 89.7% in Q1 2012”; Measuring Results, Q1 2013, p. 3; RTW at 100% Pre-Injury Earnings at
12 Months (Allowed Lost-Time Claims) - 91%; WSIB Measuring Results, Q1 2016, p. 8; “RTW at 100%
Pre-Injury Earnings at 12 Months (Allowed Lost-Time Claims) – 93.1%”; WSIB Measuring Results, Q3 2015,
p. 21; “95.1 per cent of workers returning to their pre-injury work without wage loss within the first year of
their injury/illness.”; WSIB Measuring Results, Q3 2015.

We have been unable to get a clear explanation from the WSIB about how the
WSIB generates its alleged 92% return to work rate.
In 2014, upon review of the WSIB’s Measuring Results report which stated that
91.2% of workers were back at work with full wages at 12 months post injury,
IAVGO sent a Freedom of Information request to the WSIB asking “if the WSIB
tracks whether workers are actually working without a wage loss at 12 months
post-injury, versus tracking only whether loss of earnings benefits continue at 12
months post-injury”. We also asked the WSIB to provide us its methodology of
tracking actual return to work including a detailed description of how numbers are
gathered and recorded, copies of blank surveys conducted with workers and
employers about return to work, etc.
In response to our question about tracking actual return to work versus tracking
cessation of benefits, the WSIB stated, “The WSIB measures the percentage of
workers still receiving loss of earnings benefits at 12 months”. The WSIB provided
a document titled “Measurement Overview: Return to Work with No Wage Loss
within 12 Months of Injury.” The document states that historically, the WSIB “has
used the off-benefit rate as a proxy for success in helping injured workers return to
work and recover”. It states that, since 2011, the WSIB developed a measure
“based on the final claim resolution codes that are applied to the claim at closure.”
See attached.
The WSIB told us, as we suspected, that it does not conduct any surveys of workers
to determine their work status at 12 months. Rather, the WSIB determines return to
work at full wages at 12 months based on how it codes the case when closing it.
In light of this information, we think the WSIB’s statistics and claims that it tracks
actual return to work outcomes are misleading. The WSIB is likely coding workers
as “RTW” at closure if in the WSIB’s view they could be back at work, even if they
are not back at work. See attached “Considerations for Case Closure Protocols”, an
internal 2013 WSIB document disclosed to Injured Workers’ Consultants through a
recent Freedom of Information request. It states that case managers should code a
case “No PI, RTW, No LOE” at closure if “Worker has achieved return to work
(RTW) or is fit to RTW – pre-injury or accommodated – and no loss of earnings
(LOE) is being paid.” If the WSIB’s coding reflects as “RTW” workers deemed “fit
to RTW”, the WSIB is not tracking the reality of return to work. It is tracking only
“deemed” (i.e. fictional) return to work.
As it has acknowledged, the WSIB does not contact workers at 12 months post
injury to determine if they remain employed at full wages. Without doing this, it
should not be claiming that it knows how many workers are actually back to work
at full wages at 12 months. At best, the WSIB might be tracking that workers
returned to work for any period of time at all prior to case closure, even if these
workers have subsequently had to stop working, were laid off or were fired

because of their injuries. The WSIB’s representations of its success in return to work
at 12 months are therefore not accurate and should stop. 3
Return to work following Work Transition
We also have concerns about WSIB’s transparency about how it tracks the return to
work outcomes of workers who need Work Transition services.
Since it changed its return to work programs in or around 2010, the WSIB has
claimed credit for an incredible improvement in return to work from an employed
rate of some 40% or so to an employed rate of 70-80%. 4 But, this alleged
improvement is merely a function of changing how return to work is characterized.
In its reporting about its remarkable “success” rate, the WSIB does not highlight a
crucial difference between the former Labour Market Re-Entry and the current
Work Reintegration: that the former only occurs after the return to work has broken
down, while the later encompasses all lost time claims where Work Reintegration
services are used, whether to assist in the return to the accident employer or in
It would be very surprising if the WSIB’s numbers track actual return to work at full wages at 12 months
because it would mean the WSIB was able to accomplish an incredible return to work improvement in only
two years. In 2012, the WSIB provided the following chart to the Standing Committee on Government
Agencies about its return to work tracking:
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The WSIB has said that prior to 2011 its so-called “return to work” statistics actually only tracked whether
workers remained on loss of earnings benefits at 12 months. So, in 2009, the number above reflected only
that 15% were still on benefits at 12 months and thus not at work. Certainly, other workers were not back at
work and were not receiving WSIB benefits. If the WSIB tracked actual return to work in 2011 and
subsequently, it means that its 2011 statistic is an entirely different measure than the 2009 one. It is difficult
to imagine the WSIB reduced the rate of unemployment at 12 months from [15%+the number of workers
not on benefits but unemployed] to 8% in two years.
4

“Of the workers who completed their Work Transition plans in 2014, over 80 per cent were successful in
finding employment, an improvement from 70 per cent in 2013 and 36 per cent in 2009; Measuring Results,
Q3 2015, p. 24.”
See also the chart the WSIB provided the Standing Committee on Government Agencies in 2012, in which it
claims success for an employed rate that jumped from 36% to 74%.

retraining. It is misleading to compare the employment rate directly as between the
two systems.
Further, the WSIB does not appear to track actual return to work post-Work
Transition. In a recent Freedom of Information request attempting to determine how
migrant agricultural workers are treated in workers’ compensation versus nonmigrant agricultural workers, IAVGO asked that the WSIB provide a break down
of “the number of allowed lost-time claims in which WSIB has determined a
worker’s post-injury earnings on the basis of the worker’s SEB/SO, rather than their
actual earnings” for both migrant and non-migrant agricultural workers.
On September 30, 2016, the WSIB advised in writing, “The WSIB does not capture
information in our systems that would indicate if actual or determined earnings
were used in decision making. The only way to provide you with this information
would be to review individual claim files.”
In light of this information, it appears likely that the WSIB does not have reliable
information about whether workers are actually working as opposed to whether
they are “deemed” able to work. Again, if this is the case, the WSIB should
publically clarify what it knows and what it does not know about workers’ success in
return to gainful employment.
Yours truly,

Gary Newhouse

cc.

Minister of Labour

Maryth Yachnin

David Newberry
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September 30, 2016
Industrial Accident Victims Group of Ontario
55 University Avenue, Suite 1500
Toronto, ON M5J 2H7

Commission de la securite
professionnelfe et de !'assurance
centre les accidents du travail

Head Office:

Siege social :

200 Front Street West
Privacy Office, 21st FJ.oor
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5V 3J1

200, rue Front Quest
Bureau de la protection de la vie priv€e,
21eme etage
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3J1

Ashleigh Burnet,
FOi Access Specialist, Privacy Office
t (416) 344-4771 ® (416) 344-5560
Email I Courriel: ashleigh_bumet@wsib.on.ca
TIY/ATS: 1-800-387-0050
1-800-387-0750 (ext. 4771)
www.wsib.on.ca

Attention: Maryth Yachnin

Dear Ms. Yachnin:

RE:

FIPPA Access Request #16-055
IPC Appeal PA16-376

Thank you for taking the time on September 19, 2016 to discuss the above-noted appeal currently
· before the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner/Ontario (IPC).

Amended Request:
During our teleconference with Mr. Brian Bisson, Mediator, you agreed to amend your request to
exclude certain items set out in your clarified request of March 21, 2016 (attached). These
amendments, as proposed in my June 1, 2016 letter, are as follows:
1. Run the permanent impairment data at the current date for all claim segments rather than
matching it against the Measuring Results metrics (10 hour reduction)
2. Run "duration" and "days lost" data at the current date (6 hour reduction)
3. Remove Items 22 and 23, as the WSIB is unsure whether the data can be provided (26 hour
reduction)
4. Move the development of in-list for claim segments (agriculture, SAWP, etc.) up front and run
the remaining measures off of those lists for the remaining measures (8 hour reduction)
5. Remove Items 32, 34, 36, and 38 for live-in caregivers, as the WSIB does not believe these
would likely provide accurate results, given that many accounts for live-in caregivers give the
general address of either the accountant or another business (12 hour reduction)
6. Remove Items 31, 33, and 35 and instead receive the classification unit report for CU9741-099
(3 hour reduction)

.

Of the original time estimate, these changes reduce the overall
fee by 65 hours.
.

Item 3 (Above) - Availability of Data:
Additionally, I have been informed it is not possible to provide you the data outlined in Items 22 and 23
of your request:
22. In each calendar year since 2004, the number of allowed lost time claims in which WSIB has
determined a worker's SEB/SO, rather than their actual earnings, where the worker's industry

was agriculture
23. In each calendar year since 2004, the number of allowed lost time claims in which the WSIB has
determined a worker's post injury earnings on the basis of the worker's SEB/SO, rather than
their actual earnings, where
a. The worker's industry was agriculture; and
b. The worker's address was either:
i. The address of the consulate or liaison officer of a SAWP sending country
ii. An address in one of the SAWP sending countries
The WSIB does not capture information in our systems that would indicate if actual or determined
earnings were used in decision making. The only way to provide you with this information would be to
review individual claim files.
Fee for Request:
The cost to provide you the agreed to data is approximately $2, 760.00 and is outlined as follows:
Search/Preparation (92 hours @$30.00/hr):...................
$2,760.00
Photocopies:............................................................................
$TBD
$0
Postage: .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... .. ........ ...... .. .. .. .. .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Total: ...................................................................................... $2, 760.00 1

When the fee is over $100.00 to fulfill an access request, an institution may choose not to initially do all
of the work necessary to respond and decide to issue an interim access decision, including a fee
estimate. The institution may also require the reqµestor to pay a 50% deposit before taking any further
steps. Therefore, please send me·a cheque made payable to the WSIB in the amount of $1,380.00.

I am responsible for the decision and fee estimate. You may ask for a review of this fee estimate within
thirty days of receiving this letter by writing to: Registrar, Information and Privacy
Commissioner/Ontario, 2 Bloor Street East, Suite 1400, Toronto, ON M4W 1A8.
If you decide to request a review of this fee estimate, please provide the Commissioner's office with a
copy of this letter and your request. In addition, you must send an appeal fee of $25.00 to the
Commissioner's office. Please include the fee with your letter of appeal; appeal fees should be in the
form of either a cheque or money order, payable to the Minister of Finance.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or would like to discuss this further.

;;ID

Ashleigh Burnet
cc. Brian Bisson, Mediator, Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner/Ontario
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This cost may increase/decrease depending on the actual work effort required to complete each item of your
request
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